Orientational dynamics of T2 DNA during agarose gel electrophoresis: influence of gel concentration and electric field strength.
The understanding, on a molecular level, of the mechanisms responsible for the improved separation in DNA gel electrophoresis when using modulated electric fields requires detailed information about conformational distribution and dynamics in the DNA/gel system. The orientational order due to electrophoretic migration ("electrophoretic orientation") is an interesting piece of information in this context that can be obtained through linear dichroism spectroscopy [M. Jonsson, B. Akerman, and B. Nordén, (1988) Biopolymers 27, 381-414]. The technique permits measurement of the orientation factor S of DNA (S = 1 corresponds to perfect orientation) within an electrophoretic zone in the gel during the electrophoresis. It is reported that the degree of orientation of T2 DNA [170 kilo base pairs (kpb)] is considerable (S = 0.17 in 1% agarose at 10 V/cm) compared to relatively modest orientations of short fragments found earlier (for 23-kbp DNA, S = 0.03 in 1% agarose at 10 V/cm), showing that large DNA coils are substantially deformed during the migration. Growth and relaxation dynamics of the orientational order of the T2 DNA are also reported, as functions of gel concentration (0.3-2%), electric field strength (0-40 V/cm), and pulse characteristics. The rise profile of the DNA orientation, when applying a constant field, is a nonmonotonic function that displays a pronounced overshoot, followed by a minor undershoot, before it reaches steady-state orientation (after 12 s in 1% agarose, 9 V/cm). The orientational relaxation in absence of field shows a multiexponential decay in a time region of some 10 s, when most of the DNA anisotropy has disappeared. A surprising phenomenon is a memory over minutes of the DNA/gel system to previous pulses: with two consecutive rectangular pulses (of the same polarity), the orientational overshoot and undershoot as a response to the second pulse are significantly reduced compared to the first pulse. The time required to recover 90% of their amplitudes is typically 1200 s (1% agarose, 9 V/cm), which may be compared to the time required to relax 90% of the DNA orientation, which is only 6 s. The major part of the over- and undershoot recovery is thus a reorganization of a system in which DNA is already randomly oriented. The different response amplitudes and relaxation times, including the amplitude and recovery time of the overshoot, of the orientational order of DNA in the electrophoretic gel have been studied as functions of gel concentration and field strength. The results are discussed against relevant theories of polymer dynamics.